Localized and accurate microsurgery for transmembrane delivering genetic material into
biological model systems, such as Drosophila,
will enable a variety of studies of developmental
biology and genetics including RNA
interference (RNAi) (Sharp and Zamore,
2000). For such studies to be carried out in vivo,
the damage caused by the penetration must be
minimized. Silicon’s material properties,
together with established micromachining
technology, make it ideal for microsurgical
tools. A bulk-machined silicon needle with
centimeter scale suitable for dissecting human
eye cataractous lens was demonstrated in mid1990s (Lal and White, 1995), however, without
real-time quanti® cation of cutting force. We
have developed 103 times down-scaled surface
micromachined silicon-nitride needles (Zappe
et al., 2002) with integrated force sensors for
measurements of the static penetration force
into Drosophila embryo (Zhang et al., n.d.;
Zhang et al., 2003).
The force sensor is an optical encoder based
on transmission phase gratings integrated with
the needle. Any diffraction grating can be
characterized into either amplitude grating or
phase grating based on its transmission function
(Figure 1), which is in general complex, since
both the amplitude and phase of the light may
be altered on passing through the object. The
amplitude grating has a transmission function
that varies in amplitude within the aperture.
A phase grating modi® es only the phase of an
incoming wave (atleast to a ® rst approximation,
not the amplitude). Phase gratings are
advantageous in transmission because of their
high optical throughput compared to amplitude
gratings. Precise displacement measurements
using diffractive gratings is an established
technology (Guild, 1960), and optical encoders
have been developed for precise measurements
of displacement and revolution angle for a
variety of applications. However, the large size
and expense of conventional encoders make
them unsuitable as integrated sensing devices.
Recently there has been signi® cant renewed
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Figure 1 Types of diffraction grating: (I) If arg F = 0, amplitude grating; and (II) If j Fj = 1, phase grating. Where V0(.) and V(.)
are the incident and diffracted optical eld in the a -b plane

interest in using diffractive micro-optical
elements as displacement sensors in atomic
force microscopes (AFM) (Manalis et al.,
1996), accelerometer with nano-g resolution
(Hall and Degertekin, 2002) and MEMS
capacitive ultrasonic transducers (Loh et al.,
2002). For optical encoders, Sawada et al.
demonstrated a hybrid integrated encoder with
a single grating on silicon (Higurashi and
Sawada, 2000). Hane et al. (2001) designed a
dual-grating miniaturized displacement sensor
using grating imaging. These advancements in
microfabricated diffractive grating optics enable
integrated optical encoders for sensing and
microscopy of embryos and single cells.
The force encoder consists of two identical
constant-period transmission phase gratings
that are vertically aligned in the static state, as
shown in Figure 2. When a force is applied to

the needle, the upper index-grating is displaced
with respect to the bottom grating. This changes
the diffraction ef® ciency of the phase grating,
and the relative position of the two gratings can
be determined by the intensities in the
diffraction orders. The diffraction
characteristics of the dual transmission phasegrating can be analyzed by Fraunhofer
diffraction theory. The ® rst diffraction mode
intensity I1(d) is a periodic function of injector
displacement:
Á
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Figure 2 (a) Solid models for optical encoder force sensor at static state (top) and the deformation of the supporting beams
under central load on the force probe integrated with the index micro-grating (bottom). (b) Principle of the injection-force
encoder: 2L is the period of the grating; d = mod( x, 2L) is the displacement of the microinjector modulus 2L; f0 represents a
relative phase delay over the thickness of one grating nger
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sensitivities to the other ® ve degrees of freedom
of motion are minimized. Translation in the
y-direction can be neglected because it is small
(the spring constant ky @ kx ) and has little effect
on the optical readout. Likewise, rotation about
the x and y axes do not affect the diffraction of
the gratings and therefore can be ignored.
Motion in the z-direction is also
inconsequential, because the weak re¯ ections
from the grating elements lead to only small
variations of the phase shift through the encoder
as a function of the separation of the gratings in
the z-direction. To ensure weak re¯ ections, the
grating elements must be designed such that the
® elds re¯ ected from their fronts and backs
interfere destructively. We achieve destructive
interference by using a grating made of siliconnitride with a refractive index of n1 < 1:9 and a
thickness of t = 1:5 m m: Thus, the phase shift
(4 p =l)n1 t associated with traversing the grating
® lm twice is approximately an integer multiple
of 2p at He-Ne wavelength l = 633 nm:
Combined with the p phase shift of the internal
re¯ ection at the nitride/air interface, this leads
to destructive interference of the two parts of the
re¯ ected ® eld, and therefore the re¯ ection from
the grating elements is minimized. Accurate
control of the ® lm thickness can be achieved by
monitored etch-back after ® lm deposition.
Silicon-nitride is well suited for our gratings,
because its index allows us to minimize the back

d [ [0; L]
d [ [L; 2L]

(2)

where I0 is the illuminating light intensity, N is
the number of grating periods under
illumination, f0 (x) = (2p =l)(n1 2 n0 )t is the
phase-delay over the thickness of one grating
® nger, 2L is the period of the grating, and d is
the displacement of the injector modulus 2L.
We de® ne the force sensor sensitivity as the
change in the intensity of the ® rst diffraction
mode with respect to a unit displacement of the
upper grating. The dynamic range is de® ned as
the total range of motion over which the position
can be unambiguously determined from the
diffraction pattern. The trade-off between the
sensitivity and dynamic range is shown in
Figure 3. Encoders with larger grating period
are used to have greater dynamic range, but low
sensitivity (dotted line), while the opposite is
true for encoders with ® ner pitch (solid line).
For a given period, the sensitivity can be
improved by increasing the number of grating
periods that are illuminated, again at the cost of
a reduced range (dash-dotted line). The
periodicity of the encoder response can also be
used to calibrate the relative displacement of the
gratings.
The encoder is designed to be sensitive to
translation in the x-direction, while the

Figure 3 Tuning of force encoder’s sensitivity and dynamic range by: (I) increasing half-grating pitch period L = L1 for high
dynamic range; and (II) varying number of grating ngers N = (N2, N3) for given L for local high sensitivity enhancement within
2L injector displacement (L1 = 20L2, N2 = 4N1,3)
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re¯ ections and at the same time achieve a high
value for the factor sin2(f0) that determines the
diffraction ef® ciency (equation (1)). The
remaining degree of freedom of motion is
rotation about the z-axis. The encoder is
sensitive to such rotation, so it must be
minimized. The encoder therefore has
maximally-separated, straight suspensions to
create a large spring constant for rotation about
the z-axis.
The accuracy of the force measurements
depends on the spring constant ky of the
movable index grating structure. The spring
constants were simulated for the geometry
shown in Figure 2(a). A one-dimensional elastic
model was used for the doubly-supported
beam. With normally applied pressure over the

two sidewalls of the probe tip, the stress and
displacement vector distribution across the
device were simulated using the ® nite element
method (FEM) for supporting beams of width
8, 15 and 30 m m.
Figure 4(a)-(c) shows the scanning electron
micrographs (SEMs) of the force probe and
force encoder. The sensor was illuminated by a
He-Ne laser (633 nm/4 mW) with spot sizes
ranging from 60 to 160 m m. Figure 5 shows the
measured power of the ® rst diffraction mode as
a function of absolute displacement of the
injector. The grating displacement can be found
from the known 20 m m period of the diffraction
response. Using this calibration and a spring
constant of 1.85 N/m, we ® nd an injection force
of 63 m N. The sensor as tested in Figure 5(a)

Figure 4 SEM of (a) Optical encoder force sensor. (b) Optical encoder force probe integrated with the movable index grating.
(c) Index and scale gratings with 20 m m pitch and 2 m m vertical gap

Figure 5 First diffraction mode power vs injector displacement of a force encoder with (a) N = 10, L = 10 m m and
Ky = 1.85 N/m. The measured injection force measured: F = 63 m N. (b) Force sensing with a large dynamic range with N = 3,
L = 10 m m and Ky = 1.85 N/m. The measured embryo injection force is F = 48 m N. Note that after the probe penetrated into
the embryo, the encoder force sensor recovered back to the static state (aligned-gratings). This is shown by the sudden “jump”
in the rst diffraction mode power
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has high sensitivity around d = 2L; but its
output is ambiguous around the displacement
where penetration takes place. The solution is
provided by illuminating fewer periods of the
force encoder. As shown in Figure 5(b), the
same force sensor illuminated by a laser spot
size of 60 m m (N = 3); has an improved
dynamic range (45 percent increase), at the cost
of lower sensitivity (18 percent/m m reduction).
In this case, the diffraction is not ambiguous
around the penetration displacement, so both
the penetration force (48 m N) and the embryo
membrane deformation (57 m m) at penetration
can be determined. In a series of experiments,
we found an average penetration force of 52:5 ±
13:2 percent m N and an embryo deformation of
58 ± 5:2 percent m m. The measurements are in
reasonable agreement with the piezoresistivescale calibration data, demonstrating that the
microencoder force sensor has suf® cient
sensitivity and dynamic range for monitoring
injection-force dynamics in Drosophila
embryos.
In the summary, we present an integrated
dual diffractive micrograting-based
microsurgery force sensor, with con® gurable
sensitivity and suf® cient dynamic range for
monitoring penetration (thus injection) force
dynamics of injections into Drosophila
embryos. The application of phase modulated
optical encoder approaches are shown to
provide enhanced quantitative understanding of
embryo microinjection dynamics in terms of
fundamental membrane mechanical properties.
Current work includes further downscaling
design for direct probing individual cellular
interactions and dynamic operation of tunablescale probe arrays for high-throughput
instrument.
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